
EDITORIAL
by Yvonne Agazarian

Licensing protects the standards for practice of SCT.
As a system we are transfonning from an organization
where everybody lmows everybody to a larger
organization which appears to be atfracting a much
wider interest and bringing into membership people
whom we do not lmow. We no longer recognize everyone
at our conferences; we have not worked closely with
&em over the years; and therefore, do not know them in
the way that we have lerown each other up to now.

Until now, our norms have been informally established
and infonnally kept and our organization has followed
where its members have led. In this transition time, we
are mapping the paths. We took our first step last May
when we established the SCTo Training Institute, with
non-profit status, as a division of Resources for Human
Development. We are now taking our next step, which is
licensing.

The goal of licensing is twofold: to protect our
trademarks and to manage the parameters of the practice
of SCT during this transitional period. We @ran,
Claudia, and I, with Anita as our consultant) have spent
many hours working out the licensing agreement - a
challenging task which we completed just in time for the
Core Group meeting held on the Sunday following the
November conference in Austin. The Core Group liked
what we had done and in this issue of the Newsletter we
are presenting it to the entire membership.

There are three things I want [o emphasize. First and
foremost, licensing applies only to those of you who are
calling yourselves SCT therapists or consultants and who
claim that you practice SCT. If you call yourself
systems-centered therapists or trainers and say that you
run SCT therapy or training groups, you must apply for a
license. Second, if this does apply to you, then you can
apply for an Interim Provisional License that entitles you

to continue to do exactly what you are doing until
November 1997. This should give those of you who want
a Provisional License time to meet the criteria that are
spelled out on page 17 of this newsletter. Third, any of
you who do not qualify for this license by November,
1997 can negotiate personally with me to see whether an
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extension on the Interim License is appropriate. Full
information about the procedures begin on page 15.

Our Fall Conference in Austin
As many of you lmow, we all went to Austin for our fall
conference this yeil, and SCT had a grounding
experience of Texan hospitality. It would be hard to think
of anything that Austin had forgotten in making us feel at
home, like a buddy system and a list of favorite
restaurants with arrangements for transportation to them.
Austin gave us a solid feeling that" whatever any of us
wanted, all we had to do was say something and it
appeared! The conference was a good experience and I
personally had at least four or five group experiences I
have never had before. For example, one evening, in the
experiential group of the five-day skill training - at least
three, and perhaps four subgroups all talked at once! The
rhythm and cadence in the group was like a jazz session
with the groupas-a-whole in resonance with its
subgroups and every member was a voice for himself as
well as for the group. By tuning in, it was possible to
follow the work of any one of the subgroups. A very
satisfying and completely astonishing experience. Five-
day members will be glad to know that the new
Authority Issue Group will start next Novemhr in Austin.

Practicing what we preach!
Austin, Philadelphia, and some New York work groups
(like the Training Advisory and Policy Action Groups -TAG & PAG), as well as the monthly conference call
Supervision Groups, are using the SCT techniques to
create the structure for work. work groups start by
crossing the Boundary with Distractions, continue by
Subgrouping around conflicts, and end with Surprises-
and-Learnings. Austin divides leadership between a Task
and Process leader. These three methods have manifestly
paid off. If you adopt them in your groups, would you
collect some simple data to log any changes that
importing SCT methods make to your work. I not only
recommend them highly, but our Research Group (RAG)
would like to know your results!

The Authority Issue Groups: new and old.
We are planning to start the next Authority Issue Group
in November 1997 in Austin. Planning for the new
Authority Issue Group has been logistically difficult. We
had hoped to start the new Authority Issue Group in the
April 5-day workshop, (and move the "old" authority
issue group to the week after the weekend). However,
some members appropriate for the group have not yet
been mentors in the five-day, and moving Oe old group
to after the weekend would move it into Passover (not to
mention disrupting already committed calendars.) At the
April 1997 conference, the "old" authority issue group
will decide how, where, and when it will meet next.

The first Authority Issue Group is continuing to pioneer
group work in the third stage of group development. I can
remember when I wrcte Thc Visible & Invisible Group
with Dick Peters in 1981; at that time we really couldn't
say much about groups in the phase three work stage; we
had very little direct experience of them. Experiences in
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SCT groups, however, have made it clear that working
groups can work in any stage and phase three groups do
indeed look very different from phase one and phase two
goups.

There were several remarkable events in this November
Authority Issue Group. On the second day, a nihilistic
subgroup emerged and explored at great depth their
experience of nihilism in a way that both shocked and
intrigued tle group. This was followed by a long period
(was it only a day?) in which the group used every SCT
skill as a defensive weapon to control (annihilate) each
other, themselves, and the group. My worst fears came
true: SCT techniques as restraining forces.

Over the years, I had wondered if the containing SCT
structure deprived members of the full experience of
their own helplessness in relationship to the power of
group dynamics (that are so vividly and importantly
experienced in an A.K. Rice conference, for example). I
need not have worried. When this fall's authority issue
group had the bit between its teeth all members of group
experienced the full impact of their individual and
collective helplessness. And I was faced with both my
own helplessness and with gratitude that, as the group
was going through this, the chaos was contained in the
group: there was no scapegoating and no acting out
outside the group. The authority issue group experienced
its authority issue with the group, with each other, and
with me, while remaining permeable to its own and my
own authority. There was a moving half hour towards the
end of the group when each member made dis-
criminations between "me" and "I". To quote one of tle
many insights: "for me to change, I have to get out of my
way." Reviewing this event in a theory seminar, we
hypothesized ttrat "I" represented the current integration
of the self in the separation and individuation process
and that "me" reflected the self that is forever becoming.
In this transformational process "I" must de-structure and
re-structure.

SCT as a Section of the International Association of
Group Psychotherapy:
Systems-centered Group Therapy is one of the
designated Sections of the International Association of
Group Psychotherapy, in company with Psycho&ama,
Crroup Analysis, Family Therapy, Therapeutic Comm-
unities and Organizational Counseling.

IAGP has encouraged us to think about what we might
want to present at the congress in London during August
(24-ZB) of 1998, which will be oriented to "annihilation,
survival and re-creation." Plans are already being made
for a Systems Therapy section in the Pre-Congress
Workshop (August 22-23, 1998). If you are interested in
going to London for the 1998 Conference get in touch
with me or Fran Carter so that we can see how we might
plan to co-ordinate our presentations. Reminder: those
who are already IAGP members, make sure your
membership is up-to-date - and anyone new who is
interested in joining the SCT section of IAGP let me
know: you will get special rates for the conference.
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l-t@Rq*^t
by Mickie Rosen

Systerns-Centered Training Institute: My new role of
Administrative Coordinator of the SCT Institute (fancy
title to go along with my new name, Micole) has been
going smoothly. As of July 1996 SCT forrnally became a
division of Resources for Human Development. Since
then I have been working closely with KaOy Cowen,
their financial manager, who has been advising me how
to process the funds that come into the SCT/RHD
account from membership fees, adopt-a-page con-
tributions, publication sales (newsletters, journals and
directories) and the steady stream of tax deductible
contributions generated by the Financial Recourses
Action Group's appeal to the membership for operating
funds. The cost of the FRAG mailing and this newsletter
are the first expenses that have been charged to our SCT
account, which, to my delight, reconciled to the penny
with my records.

Membership: Since the inception of SCT membership
in November of '94 a total of 181 people have become
members in SCTI of which 140 are active members (45
new members and 95 renewals). Elaine Pratt has been
busy calling the people who have not renewed
membership in '96 and has leamed that" in many cases,
this had been an oversight. As a result of her calling,
quite a number of people have rejoined.

The membership year runs fonn November conference to
November conference, so folks, IT IS TIME TO
RENEW NOW! To do so, fill out the application/
questionnaire on page 24. Let me remind you that
membership is a criterion for applying for an invitation to
a 5-Day Intennediate Training. One must also be an
active member to apply for a Provisional SCT License.

Members continue to receive:
o The Bi-annual SCT Newsletter
o The Annual SCT Journal
o Membership Directory
o Access to peer Mentorship

The new 199611997 membership directory will be
available by the Spring Training in Philadelphia. Be
sure you are included! We don't want to drop anyone
from our network who wants to be part of it.

The question of how to attract new members came into
discussion at the November Core Business meeting in
Austin. Prospective new members do come from the
entry level people attending the six Saturdays at Friends,
by hearing talks, and from outreach by current members.
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Austin members reported making a lot of phone calls
prior to an SCT training event. Your ideas and energy for
attracting new members are welcome. Call me at (215)
947-2818 if you want to be involved.

FRAG Consultant: I have enjoyed another new role as
consultant to the Financial Recourses Action Crroup. I've
been quite impressed wi& the predominantly "Glad"
feedback that members have been returning to FRAG
through me. There were many comments commending
FRAG for is effors and for the inspiration and clarity of
its letter. Some people liked naming the amounts
needed, and the idea of contributing t hour per month
put things into perspective. There was also praise for the
quality of the feedback fomr which gave people the
opportunity to say whether they wanted to be contacted
again for a contribution. Some people, however, who did
not want to h contacted again did not identify
themselves. If you let me lmow who you are, Ill see to it
that your name is removed fomr the FRAG mailing list.

VAC, Vd/r" by Phy,is H. Gohra

We used SCT and IT WORKED! We, the Video Action
Group, met for the frst time fifteen months ago to think
about ways of using video to help the members of the
SCT network. The product, "Giving and Receiving
Feedback" by the Video Action Group (VAG) arrived in
Texas in November 1996 (with a great deal of help from
Eileen Jones, Rita Ermel, a masters student at New York
University, Department of Interactive Communications
Program, and Professor Pat O'Hara who made it
possible). Most fortunately, &e premier showing was
used to instruct Mentors of the SCT Five Day Workshop
in Austin, Texas.

Mentors reported that using the steps outlined in the tape
clarified the ambiguity of the last task of the Five-Day
Workshop, which was to give and receive feedback, and
sufficiently reduced anxiety so there was enough time to
do the task. The concrete steps laid out in the tape
helped mentors and members feel "in charge" of the
process and became a driving force. Mentoring staff
made suggestions for future tapes that might be useful to
the SCT Institute and these are under consideration at
this time.

When the final tape is completed, SAVI and VAG will
donate it to the System-Centered Institute for use during
the Five Day Workshops. Copies of the tape will also be
available for purchase from the Institute.

Please send or call in suggestions to me at 215-545-8441
or e-mail PHGPC@world net.att.net
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Attl;e/,4;*,',"t Sl Ct Rq*nt
by Berj Philibossian

The Organizational Applications SIG (Marvin Berman,
Fran Carter, Tom Hinchcliffe, Sandra Janoff, Ruth
Littlejohn, Tom Michael, Berj Philibossian, and Beulah
Trey) is now meeting regularly on the third Friday of the
month, from 7:15 am to 8:45 am. New members are
srongly encouraged to attend.

During the past several meetings the group has begun to
create an organizationally oriented training module,
focusing on subgrouping. We are working on this task by
taking a module now being used in the Friends training
series and adapting it to the organizational (non-
therapeutic) context. Our initial experience suggests that
it will take a solid effort to come up wittr a workable
product. Given the effort required for this work, we are
interested in knowing whether others doing organ-
izational consultation, or training, would like to help
with the writing. Since our major task is translating SCT
concepts to reflect the organizational context, some
experience with organizations is important. We would
also welcome learning about any training/consultation
designs or interventions, from those willing to share them
with us. If you are interested in joining this effort, please
contact me (Berj Philibossian, 2201 Pennsylvania Ave.,
#311, Phila, PA 19130) or Fran Carter (2229 Brudywine
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19130).

Wrnh Exzk4* Vd/,l'
By Eileen Jones

The Work Exchange subgroup continues to vector energy
into the SCT organization. I am proud to report that work
exchange participants contributed enormous amounts of
energy towards the successful organization of the frst
Austin 5-Day and Weekend Training.

Work exchange does mean WORK in EXCHANGE fq
training and involves a responsibility for clarifying what
one can offer. We are wide open for imaginative and
creative suggestions for the utilization of your skills,
talents, and abilities in the evolving SCT organization.
The ability of work exchange participants to define a job
we have or might need is a driving force for work
exchange. Currently we have members ready to translate
Yvonne's articles into Russian and Gennan. VAG, the
Video Action Group, used work exchange energy to help
develop and produce a SAVI Training Tape for Giving
and Receiving Feedback. Many of the advisory/action
groups are also outlets for work exchange participants.

Since the last report, Mickie and I developed and
implemented a computer program that documents and
"banks" work exchange time and work. We're pleased
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that we now have a method for keeping records and are
able to let participants lmow how their "accounts" stand.
Please make sure that you regulady submit your Work
Exchange Personal Record Fomrs. (Contact Mickie m
me if you need one). Verena Murphy will keep the
ubank' account updated for us all.

Work exchange now flows through all SCT training
progrilms and ongoing groups at all locations.

Thanks to everyone who has contributed to the success
of the work exchange program in SCT.

Sr7lr"*-0oa,,funp/ Tra;",;*$*
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/*/ 0"hlf^rrn" by susan Gann

Five different systems-centered raining opportunities are
available on February 16-20, 1997, when the American
Group Psychotherapy Association (AGPA) holds its
Annual Institute and Conference in New York City. As
SCT has grown, our offerings at AGPA have expanded as

well as the number of us presenting on SCT. This year's
systems-centered offerings include one institute, two
workshops, and two open sessions. Yvonne Agazarian is
leading a two-day institute on Tuesday and Wednesday
on Defense Modification in Systems-Centered Therapy.
On Friday morning, Claudia Byram and Anita Simon are
conducting a three-hour workshop, Making a Map of
Therapy-SAVI: A Tool for Tracking Process in
Psychotherapy. Yvonne Agazarian participates in a panel
discussion Friday afternoon with Robert Lipgar, John
Schlapobersky, and Marvin Skolnick, Three Group
Theorists Encountering Differences. On Saturday
morning, Fran Carter and Susan Gantt are working with
David Hawkins in a three-hour Open Session, A
Systems-Centered Demonstration: Linking Theory and
Me0od. Saturday afternoon, Fran Carter and Rich
O'Neill are leading a three hour workshop on Systems-
Centered Action Research: Theory and Techniques.
Registration infonnation for this conference can be
obtained by calling AGPA at (212) 477-2677. One day,
three day and five day registration packages are
available.

SCT E-l'|/;.(. Exrk4*
by Susan Gantt

A handful of us are continuing to explore how we might
use e-mail as a way to increase communication back
and forth zrmong SCT members. Via e-mail, we could
exchange ideas, subgroup on similarities and differences
in our practice approaches and on issues we encounter in
integrating SCT in our work. Anyone interested in
helping us figure out how to get this going, e-mail me at
sgantt@emory.edu and I will add your name to our next
circulation.
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Ar^,rlr,* SCT by Rich Armington

The Austin SCT community has been very active these
past months preparing for the frst 5-day skill building
training and 5-day authority issue group tlat was held in
Austin in November. This was followed by the 3-day
training workshop which was similar in format to the 3-
day weekend trainings in Philadelphia.

This was a major undertaking for Austin as well as
Philadelphia. The primary and steady work in Austin was
done by the COG (conference organizing group) with the
management group and TAG fulfilling Oeir function of
being the holding systems for the larger issues of
management and training in Austin. It has been an active
collaboration between Austin and Philadelphia. Paths
have been transfered from Philadelphia and new paths
have been created as we manage to contain the
excitement, frustration, and challenge of allowing fonn
to follow function.

In addition, Austin SCT has been exploring the issues of
training in the context of a rapidly growing community of
complex wants in the areas of experiential training,
supervision, theory and leadership training. Holding these
categories in the even broader context of SCT's work on
licensure has required us to do much containing and
differentiating at the edge of the unlmown. In October,
we held a half day retreat led by Juli Fellows to help us
identify long range/short range plans for our community;
gaps between ideal and current reality; priorities; and a
clear action plan (what/who/when) will occur over the
next months. It was very exciting and reassuring to be
led through a process that left us with clear next steps.

The management group recently created a "buddy
system" for the November 3-day weekend. New and
recent participants of the foundation group were
encouraged to sign up with a member more familiar witi
SCT to process their experience, get more information
about SCT, or talk about their next steps in training.
Those who didn't sign up are being called by one of the
buddy's to check in about their experience and answer
any questions. The limited feedback we've heard so far
is that those who signed up for a buddy have found it
quite helpful, and for those participants who didn't sign
up, but were called by a buddy, have appreciated being
called and some good talks have occurred. We'll keep
collecting the data of how helpful this new system is.

The design and staffing for the lrune 20-22, 1997 Austin
Weekend Workshop was discussed at the core business
meeting that took place in November. It was decided
that the design will be the same or similar to the
Philadelphia Weeken4 replacing the previous Austin
design. The majority of the members polled preferred
maintaining the 8:00 am starting time and wanted a two-
hour lunch.

All the training roles in the weekend design will be open
to qualified members in Austin "Melro" area, Arkansas,
Tennessee, Georgia, etc. At issue is how to open up
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oppornrnities for the roles, how to select qualified
people, and how to provide resources for training in the
role. One idea about training for the roles was for Fran
to come a day early and work with people new to the
roles. Fran and Austin MAG/TAG will talk about this
further. Yvonne plans to come down a day early or stay
on Monday for a theory group and supervision.

And finally, basic SAVI training will take place again in
Austin Jan. 31st & Feb. lst, 1997, led by Anita Simon.
In addition, an "Application to Couple's Therapy"
workshop will be held by Anita on Feb. 2nd. This
couple's application workshop is open to those who have
attended a basic SAVI workshop. Please call the
organizer, Juli Fellows (512) 346-5830 for further
inforrration.

JAC: N*, by lrene McHenry

The new Journal Advisory Group will convene in eady
February to prepare our second annual SCT Journal! It is
time for anyone and everyone who reads this newsletter
to write an article about tle application of SCT theory in
your work and send this article to JAG by February lst.
(c/o Mickie Rosen, see address below) Call Mickie to
let us krow if you have an article in the process.

Limited copies of ttre first edition of the SCT Journal,
published in February 1996 are stilt available and can be
purchased by filling out the order fonn page 23.

If you have editing skills, like to read articles and would
like to participate with other SCTI members in launching
this second issue, please call Irene McHenry, 61G989-
9900, t0 join JAG.

Please send all articles by February l, 1996 to: Mickie
Rosen, Managing Editor, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon
Valley, PA 19006. Call Mickie at (215) 947-2818 for a
copy of the guidelines for submitting an article !o the
journal.

Tk"^14 |wr^ FBAC1
Dear SCTI Member,

Good news! As of December 31, 1996 the Financial
Resources Action Group (FRAG) has received $15,425
(plus $1645 in pledges) in response to its fund raising
letter. Donations have been large and small, ranging up
to $1500. We want to thank all members for supporting
this effort and for reurrning the feedback fomrs. Your
feedback is very helpful to our planning. If you still wish
to make a donation, please send it to:

SCTo Institute
c/o Mickie Rosen
70 Boucher Drive
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Continued on page 11
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Cr*"1, Rq*nt, From Fran carter

TAG and the Licensing Agreement:
TAG's work has been working!
Over the last few years, all the members of TAG have
been working to develop a structure for SCT training. At
this point in time TAG has identified training levels and
goals, the paths to those goals, the criteria fu assessing
readiness to move from one raining level to another, and
where to go to get the different aspects of training. It is
this very work of putting into words the emergent training
structure that has fonned the backbone of the Trademark
Licensing Agreement. It is in this structure that we begin
to set standards and reflect the values of SCT when
represented in the larger environment. It was also the
work in TAG Oat gave the Policy Action Group, a way
of defining licensing levels with some functional criteria
for issuing a license at these different levels.
Congratulations to every TAG member!!!

TAG and Its Trainers:
In TAG, we take up areas of work as tle need emerges
from the system. As we began to address issues related
to assessment it became clear that the time has come for
the current training group leados (as a subgroup of TAG)
to meet and 1) to talk about what we are doing, how we
are doing it where we are similar to each other and
where we are different; 2) to identify our own gaps in
experience and fill those gaps; 3) to take a look at our
roles as trainers in the context of the larger SCT system
as providers of training; 4) to clarify our roles and the
resources we need to be consultants to our trainees as
Oey enter their own assessment process and begin to
think through their own readiness and next steps; 5) to
define the parameters of our role in the context of the
assessment triad - the member, the trainer, and the
mentor; and finally; 6) to bring the information from this
group back into TAG-as-a-Whole. In January of 1997, I
will be taking the initial steps to organize and mentor
this group with the goal of developing a way to support
and assess ourselves as trainers and to provide training
with the integrity that meets ttre standards and reflects
the values of SCT.

TAG and Assessment:

Tag is currently tackling assessment. (AIso see the TAG
report in the July newsletter.) The assessment process
provides infonnation to the member about the training
process; where he/she is in training; next steps; and
alternative ways of taking them. The process also
provides infonnation to the Systems-Centered Training
Institute (SCTD about the goals people have for their
training, who is ready for what steps, and what resources
are needed to provide the training contexts.

Our Thinking to Date:

The largest portion of assessment is a member-initiated
dialogue, triggered by curiosify, readiness, or the
awareness of a restraining force. The spirit of the assess-
ment is to support learning in cognitive, developmental,
skill'and applications as appropriate. The rule-of-thumb,
when in doubt, don't rush.

Ongoing assessment has four parts:

1) The initial stage is learning enough about SCT,
training, and oneself to lmow whether the member
wants to make a commitment to training in SCT.

2) When group members want to make the transition
into more formal Eaining they will contact the system
to inform that they are making the transition from a
personal growth relationship to SCT to a trainee status.
This represents a shift from level one and two training
goals to level three training goals. If and when trainees
want to become SCT practitioners and be licensed to
use the name of SCT in their work, there will be
fonnal requirements as paft of the ongoing assessment
pfocess.

3) When someone comes into training they begin to
put together an assessment ring binder with three parts:

o goals and force fields developed in dialogue
with a mentor and raining group leader.

o "either I know it or I don't" fortrls and other
feedback and assessment forms from training
and assessment events.

. a log of training experiences and training
events

4) Trainees will also begin a dialogue with an
assessment team made up of the member, a mentor,
trainer, and perhaps other peers.

While everyone can obtain a mentor and a binder by
requesting them, when in fonnal training with an
intention to apply for a license at some point, they must
participate in an ongoing assessment process.

Ongoing TAG:
TAG is always interested in new members who have the
time, energy, and resources to contribute to our woft. If
you are interested in "sitting in" (we still meet on
conference calls) on a meeting or joining TAG contact
Claudia Byram - 215-561-0341. Ifyou have any feedback
for us, feel free to contact any member of TAG.

MENTOR ROLE
IN THE ATR,IL 5-DAY TRAINING

If you are interested in this training role contact:
Fran Carter 215-98-9523
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A MEMORY OF THE YORK
s.DAY TRAINING

by Verena Murphy

York University's "King's Manor," built in 1298, and
formerly the residence for visiting Kings, seemed to be a
very appropriate setting for the learning of Yvonne's
pioneering work of SCT Theory and Practice. Yes, the
room where the work took place did feel cold or hot at
times, and there were the "uncomfortable chafus" fu
those of us later working in the authority issue. But we
had... pardon, I mean: ald we had an exciting group of 30
participants from all over ttre globe: one each from
Sloveni4 Italy, and Canada, seven from the United
States, a New Zealuder and a member from India both
living in London The majority of participants hailed from
all over Britain, thirteen of whim had returned to build
on what Yvonne and Fran taught them in York the year
before.

After two days, even the subgroup that had longed to
explore the Roman walls, museums and medieval city
structures during the day preferred to explore their
internal subgroups instead. And ttrere were a surprising
number of containers available to help in our work.
Yvonne and Fran brought so much energy and humor
along, you could have forgotten what a very serious
undertrking SCT truly is. It was intense: as usual,
Yvonne did her best to squeeze 35 years of her
experience into one week's work and keep it tailored to
the "First Phase of Group Development" at the same
time! I am still grateful to the local organizers for their
effort in making available the space, to Fran and Yvonne
for their wisdom and for creating the safe boundaries
necessary to contain so much difference, and for every
member's contributions to the group, which made it such
a rich experience. The next workshop is September 8-12,
1997. See you in York

N r,,wel*ilot A a^n^ C,**1.

Rq*^l bv cinnie rhompson

The Newsletter Action Group had met about 10 times
since the publication of the Spring issue. We have
greatly benefited from following the SCT format in our
meetings and, as a result, have found the work to be
much less cumbersome and more pleasurable as we went
about making contacts and gathering the material for this
issue. What this newsletter contains goes beyond the
written text of the editorial, articles, reports, tmining
notices and the information about licensure. It contains
the energy, excitement, and spirit of SCT that has
permeated throughout the country. This was especially
noticeable as Austin prepared for and hosted the frst
annual 5-Day and Weekend Training for the whole SCT
community.
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AUSTIN EXTENDS
A WARM WELCOME

by Elaine Dinitz

The Austin members will long be remembered for their
gracious hospitality to the SCT community in November
of 1996. Their mindful planning and kind considerations
were continually noticed at the Systems-Centered 5-Day
Intermediate Training and the Weekend.

Linda Scott and Clara Walmsley coordinated the
Conference Organizing Committee, which attended to
the multiplicity of details that made everything worlc
Jeanne Sivertson received and distributed all materials
and made herself available for attention to assorted
details as they unfolded. Susan Cassano acted as liaison
between Oe SCT Philadelphia management and the
Austin COG, gathereed menus from local restaurants,
arranged for Yvonne's accommodations, and engaged a
massage therapist (a refreshing break for several of us
during full and arduous days).

Thurks to Pat Louis and Joy Luther who did an excellent
job helping visitors find accommodations and
coordinating home-hosting resources. Joy and Pat also
set up a hospitality table which was equipped with
brochures of local interest, a map of the conference
location, lists of restaurants, menus, entertainment,
musical highlights, and access to the fitness facility next
door.

Special events included lunch and a visit to the National
Wildflower Center, founded by Lady Bird Johnson, and a
Tex-Mex lunch at the Iguana Grill with a beautiful water
front view of Lake Travis

The closing reception of the five day Training took place
on Thursday night at Roll and Juli Fellows' house. It was
a pleasure to meet their family, to party at their lovely
home, and to partake in the delicious food.

Visitors were invited to dinner on Friday night at Linda
Scott's home. This was followed by country and western
music at the Broken Spoke Dance Hall. A delightful
evening of fun and dancing was enjoyed by all who
attended.

Additional details, too numerous to mention, were
attended to by several other Austin members, clearly
with much thoughtfulness and care. Thank you Austin
members, for your mindful attention to our comfort,
entertainment, Eansportation, and learning needs. It was
a satisfying experience to join our Austin friends in their
home context, and to share so generously in their
abundant resources.

JUNE 1,1997 is the DEADLINE
for submitting material for the July Issue of the

Systems-Centered Training News
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DECODING SAVI''ALERTS''
SPOTLIGHT ON COMPLAINTS

by Anita Simon and Claudia Byram

This article will explore the defensive function of a
particular Red Light communication behavior:
Complainr It will look at ways to modify this defensive
behavior, and talk about changes in the system when the
behavior changes.

In previous articles in the SCT Newsletter, the theory
underlying SAVI has been outlined, and its connections
with SCT discussed.

Those of you who have been following SAVI articles in
the newsletter will be familiar with the notion of viewing
communication as behavior, and with focusing on the
behavior rather than the content of the message. Thus, in
SAVI, a Complaint is a Complaint is a Complaint,
whether it is about Rose or roses.

We have also seen how communication behaviors make
up patterns - Yes-But following Yes-But or a cycle of
Attack followed by Self Defense followed by another
Attack.

Red Light behaviors have the particular function of
defending the person/system from a difference, perceived
as too different to integrate. Red light communication
behaviors keep new information out of the system,
information that is, at some level, perceived as a danger.
An unmodified chronic pattern of repeated (redundant)
Red Light behaviors, therefore, stabilizes the system by
keeping infonnation out. To the extent Oat that
information is needed by a system for solving the
problems it confronts, the system with a chronic Red
Light communication pattern is also less functional. The
cost of its high degree of stability is loss of information.

So when we think of therapist interventions in SCT as

"consulting to tle boundary, " we can operationalize that
concept by addressing the Red Light behaviors that are

the guardians at the boundary of infonnation transfer
from one sub-system to another. When we label,
describe, or suggest a substitute new behavior for a Red
Light behavior, we are modifying a system defense that
makes a significant difference to how permeable the
system boundary is !o information flow.

This article addresses the Red Light behavior of
Complaint from two perspectives: modifying your own
Complaints and modifying Complaints when you are in
the role of a facilitator trying to change the system.

CoIPLAINT - THE BEHAVIoR

You can probably recognize Complaint behavior by the
music as well as the words -

Why do thty give us so much homework! I don't have
enough tifiu anyway between this and this and this
and now they expect....

If you look at Oe SAVIGRID below, you will see that
Complaints are located in the intersection between the
Red Light row and the Person column. The Red Light
signals avoidance behaviors (which minimize infornt-
ation transfer). The "Person" signals what is being
avoided, namely information about the authentic self
and authentic relationships with otlers.

SAVIGRID

PERSON EACTUAL ORIENTING

R
E
D

L
I
G
E
T

I FIGIIT
. Auacl/BlrEc

. Self-Defcnsc

. Complain

. Sarcasm

2 DATA.VOTD

. Mind-RcadiDg

. Gossip

. Joking Around

. Thioliog Grt Lord

3 COMPEIE
. Yes-But
. Discouaa

. Leading
Qucstioos

. oughtiBd.g

.InGrrupB

Y
F

L
L
o
w
L
I
G
H
T

. Petsoosi
Informadoa
Past

4 PERSON/UJZE

. Pcrsoill
Inforoadoo
Crrreat

, PI,EIJC DAIA
. Frrs aad Eigurts

.Geoaai Inforaadoo

. Nanov Qncstioos

. Brcad QEstiois

6 INFLT'EN@
. Ogiaions

. Fersooal
Explaaatioos

. Proposals

. ComEatrdr

G
R
E
E
N

L
I
G
E
T

7 EMPATIIIZE
. .dsks Ias-Fcfson
qresdoo

. Arsrcrs Inncr-
Pcrsou Qrrstioo

. Tells Ovn Fcciiags

' Minoa Ohcds
InoerEqcrie

. AlfectiooacJokcs

. Sef-Ass.ftio!3

t DATA PROGSS
. Aasas Qucstioa

. Parapbrases

. Sunmarizes

. Oarilies.ocro
Alsscrl

9 INTEGRATE

.Agr@cotY
Positivcs

. Building on
Ohcds Idcas

. [rortJote

O Copy4b Snm & At@e 1995

Complaint behaviors telegraph a message in code-that
a feeling or experience is being put under wraps.
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-January, 
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WHAT Col,pmnrs Do

Complaints are discharge behaviors which keep us

locked in a dissatisfying experience. Like other
discharge behaviors, Complaints vent uncomfortable
internal feelings, and are frequently quite enjoyable to
the complainer!

However, the complainer generally misses two important
costs to themselves:

1. Complaint behaviors pollute the social environment,
frequently increasing problems in the complainer's
interpersonal relationships.

2. The active energy that would be available to change
ttrings in ttre real world is discharged through the
Complaints. The person may temporarily feel better, but
the original problem remains unsolved.

DECoDING CoIPLAINTS

There are two ways of decoding Complaint behaviors.
One is to identify the feeling buried in tle code. This
means changing behaviors from Square I (at the top of
the Person column) to Square 7 (the bottom of the
Person column) by discovering, then sharing, the
feelings buried in the Complaint. For example:

Complain (Sq.l): It is so cold today! I don't know why
this chilly weathtr is so early, and I don't have any
sweaters out yet, and that will take mc all afiernoon.--

Tells Own Feeling (Sq.7): I feel irritable, and I'm cod.

The second way to shift the communication pattern is to
move to the want that is under wraps in &e Complaint,
focusing the energy that would otherwise be discharged.
This is a move to the Orienting column - into Square 6,
through forrnulating, then proposing, an alternative:

Proposal (Sq.6): I am going to put on a sweatshirt, and
get my sweaters out tomorrow or: I propose we turn the
heat up.

Notice that in the above example, the person modified
the defense independently, by switching the behavior
from a Complaint to an active Proposal.

Often people in the complaining role link with a
complementary role, the "helpful proposer." This self-
perpetuating system sounds like this:

Complainfi Why don't thcy put in a cafeteria, or at least
some vending machirus. There's no comfortable place to
lwve a bite to eat in this company except at your desk, and
lhnt's so messy.

Helpful Proposal: Well, you could suggest it.

Complaint: Space is so scarce here - thcre's no room to
put even thc things we have - my bag has to go on the

floor, an^d it gets dusty.
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II. Proposalz Well, we couW suggest using part of the
locker room whcre all that junk is stored Some tables
and chairs would fit in nicely. And the vending machincs
could go along tht wall.

Complaint: You lotow thcy never want to spend any
fiwney - and everything is so expensive these days. They
never go for any ncw ideas anyway.

H. Proposal: Well, you could....

This dyad is stuck in a repeating pattern of Complain-
Propose. Notiing will change until the communication
pattern changes. There is no choice of alternative
behaviors at the fork in the road, and systems can shift
only when there is a choice.

WUIT II.IppENs WHEN CoMPLAINTS AR.E DECoDET)

The act of decoding a Complaint requires intra-person
(internal) changes, and the extemal behavior results in
changes in the inter-personal system. Intra-personally
decoding a Complaint behavior requires containing 15.
impulse to discharge, noticing one's feeling and what
one wants. Once a person contains tle impulse to
complain and starts to explore it, ttre defense is already
being modified. At the same time, differentiations are
being made in the internal world between thoughts and
feelings, making possible a new internal map with new
roadways into action and satisfaction.

The next steps, expressing the wants and ne€ds to the
external world and fomrulating a proposal, change tle
inter-personal world. Redundant interactions do not occur
when one member is doing something new. Shifting out
of Complaints and into direct statements, or proposals,

shifts the interaction toward congruent" problem-solving
communication. When roleJock defenses of passivity
(helplessly complaining while actively fending off
possible solutions) are no longer acted out" the potential
for exploration may be realized.

Two INIERVENTIoN STRATEGIES

Below are samples of the Complain-Complain-Complain
-Complain and the Complain-Propose-Complain-Propose
alerts, along with their diagrams in the SAVIGRID and
strategies for decoding them.

Complain - Complain - Complain - Complain Alert

H. We never seem to have fun anymore. (Complaint)

W. Everything costs so much money these days, you
can't just pick up and go to a movie without dropping
$20 bucks. (Complaint)

H. Other couples seem tto have more fun than we do.
(Complaint)

W: Sally's husband finds fun tlings to do on weekends.
(Complaint)



a CoMPLATN -\-COMPLAIN </

Solution: Substitute a Proposal for the Complaint - Both
persons specifically proposing whnt tluy want for
themselyes and supporting each other's proposals
whenever it is authentically possible.

Behaviors: Making Proposals, Agreements.

(COMPLAIN.
COMPLAIN)

PROPOSALS

ta
Y

ACREEMENT

H: We never seem to have fun anymore. I'd like to plan
some day trips with the kids, and maybe a weekend on
our own. (Proposal)

(W: What a good idea! I'm glad you're suggesting that.
(Agreement)

W: Everything seems so expensive. I'd like to plan things
that could be fun for us that aren't expensive - kind of
like the fun we had when we were dating in college.
(Proposal)

(H: Great idea! I have some ideas, we could...
(Agreement" Build)

Complain - Propose . Complain - Propose Alert
Two (or more) people generating a Complain-Propose
pattern.

H: We never seem to have fun anymore. (Complain)

W: Well, lets go to the movies Friday night. (Propose)

H: You can't go to a movie and have even a hot dog
without dropping twenty-five bucks. (Complain)

W: Well, let's get a video. (Propose).

H: Just sitting at home's not fun. Other couples seem to
have more fun than we do. (Complain)

of the Proposal by suggesting that the Complaining
person make Proposals about what is wanted. This
effectively redistributes responsibility for generating
solutions to the person who has the problem, that is, the
Complainer.

Behaviors: Making Proposals, Agreements.

(COMPLAIN.
COMPLAIN)

PROPOSALS

rA
v

AGREEMENT

W: We never seem to have fun anymore. (Complain)

H: Tell me some things that would be fun for you.
(Propose)

W: Well, I'd like us to start going out on Friday nights
again, just the two of us. (Propose)

H: I liked ttrat too - that sounds great. (Agreement). I'd
like us to talk about other things that would be fun for us
- let's make a whole list. (Propose)

In both examples, the person complaining changes the
internal focus from what isn't right to what is liked, and
puts that out in the fonn of a proposal.

This is not easy to do! There are steps to this process,

spelled out below in the form of a facilitator's
interventions. The steps are tie same, however, whether
you are undoing your own Complaining behavior or
inviting other persons to undo theirs.

FACILITATOR:

Step 1 Give the label: That is a complaint. (Shifting
ttre person's attention from the content to the behavior.)

Step 2 Teach the person what complaints are.
Complaints are nwssages in code. The code signals two
things: that you have a kclins and tlnt you want
something.

Step 3 Identify the fork in the road: Would you prefer
to contiflue complaining or to decode the feeling and the
want in the Complaint?

o If the choice is to continue complaining, make
the complaining a conscious, chosen and
managed experience. Ask if they wouW like some
time ( omitled) to "tell you all about it" and how long
tluy would like to lwve you listen..

Your behaviors: listen, paraphrase, return to
step 3.

If the choice is to decode the complaint go on to
step 4.

Continued on page 26
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COMPLAIN

PROPOSE

Solution: For the Complain-Propose pattern
An alternative for the proposer is to change tle content
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HATE IN THE JOURNEY FROM
PRIMAL EXPERIENCE TO
RATIONALIZED FEELING

A Report to the SCT Membership on behalf of
the Friends Wednesday Theory Group

We had an exciting discussion at our November theory
group, and want to share with you the new set of
discriminations we made. So here goes! We were talking
about hatred, and placing what we knew into the SCT
model of the relationship between apprehensive and
comp-rehensive processes.

We started with a difference, naturally. The topic was
paranoid rage, with its components of righteousness,
hate, misconstructions, stubbomness. We were talking
about the idea that hate always has a component of
moral indignation in it. A subgrorp piped up with a
difference, based on experiences in the November 5-Day
Authority Issue Group This subgroup had internal data of
an experience of "pure" hatred, with no thoughts and no
target. The feeling co-existed with love, and felt like a
life force. We wondered whether "hatred" is the right
label, and think another word may be more useful.

As we continued to contribute differentiations, Yvonne
structured them into a hierarchy. We began to frame
what we were working with as the transforrrations of a
negative force through different levels of the hierarchy
from rationalized experience to primary experience.
These are the levels we worked out, and some of the
discriminations among them.

The llierarchy:
The "bottom" level is primary experience, part of our
basic endowment as animals. This is the level of the
fight/flight/freeze reaction to a perceived threat. It is also
t[e level of the life-force, the drive to survive, which
encompasses a "move towards" positive stimuli and a
"push away" from stimuli that are seen as negative.

At the next level up, the "move towards" and the "push
away" are experienced as emotions-approach and
avoidance. These emotions are the fuel for feelings
(which include a comprehensive element). "Pure" hate
is the experience that fuels pushing away or destroying
what is noxious or dangerous. It's "nothing personal" !

Individual experience very early in life skews the
experience of emotion toward the positive or toward ttre
negative side of the split. This is the pervasive
transference, and colors all of one's experience:
perceptions, emotions, feelings, and rationalizations. The
pervasive transference is not perceived in Oe self, but is
experienced as "the way the wodd is." The pervasive
transference is at the levels of primary experience and
emotional experience.

Up the hierarchy loward comprehensive experience are
feelings. Feelings are at the boundary where
apprehension and comprehension meet. They are
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emotions put in words. At this level we experience hate
in the context of connotations of meaning and
associative links.

When the feeling of hatred is framed in thoughts and
rationalized, it is embedded in a comprehensive system,
which then generates secondary feeling. This is
righteous, paranoid hatred, dfuected toward a target,
reinforced and perpemated by cognitions.

We figured that the secondary transference resides at the
levels of feeling and rationalized feeling, in contrast to
pervasive transference. Although these two transference
levels are isomorphic, the pervasive cannot be accessed
until the more available and "workable" secondary level
is modified.

In summary, the levels we identified are:
o Primuy experience
o Fight/flightlfteeze. Drive to move towards, and

drive to move away. Life-force, drive to survive.
This is the source of the negative energy which
transmutes into "hate."

. Emotion (+/-) (toward/away) -
o The fuel for feelings, not cognitive. "Pure"

avoidance, movement to push away or destroy what
is noxious or dangerous. The impetus fm intention
movements, fuel for role-locks.

o Feeling (comprehensive awareness of emotion)
o Survival utility, the feeling of hate.
o Rationalized feeling (feeling framed in thoughts)
o Paranoid rage, targeted, existing in a mis-

construction

Any thoughts about this? Address them to Claudia
Byram (215)561-0341, and I will take them back to the
theory group.

Reported by Claudia Byram, on behalf of Friends
Wednesday Theory Group, November '96 meeting.
(Yvonne Agazarian, Claudia Byram, Fran Carter, Jeff
Eiberson, Wally Fletcher, Dorothy Gibbons, Israel
Kastenbaum, Larry Ladden, Ray Liebel, Verena Murphy,
Jerry Rardin, Micole Rosen)

U. U,a* 4 14"
by Katherine Fellows, age 11

Look at an old picture of anyone.
See the eyes resting in the face.

Old. New?
Faded. Strong?

Look closer
Now look at your arms.

Got goosebumps?
There's a reason.

You are looking at a person you might not lmow
but now you are connected to them.

Scary, huh?
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o Yo Yvonne! To get the most out of an SCT
supervision session, wlut questions are useful b ask
and answer belore coming to supervision.

1. What is ry problem? (NOT what is my group, or
my group member's or individual patient's problem).

2. What is the phase of development the system is in?
(The system of individual therapy or the group-as-a-
whole-including the therapist).

3. What defenses (restraining forces to development)
can the system undo:

o When the therapist applies the techniques?
o When the members apply the techniques with

each other?
o When the members apply the techniques to

themselves?

4. Is there synchronicity between the phase of de-
velopment the system is working in an{ the
system's ability to reduce the restraining forces
generic to each phase?

5. What will I be able to say, at the end of my
supervision, that indicates that the goals I have set
for myself in supervision have been met.

o Yo Yvonne! WouA you please disczss "Affect",
"Ernotion" and "Feeling".

The word "Affect" does not discriminate between
emotion and feeling and is not used in SCT. In SCT, the
words "emotion" and "feeling" have different meanings.
Emotion is a primary, apprehensive process; feelings are
a secondary, comprehensive process in which emotions
are described and labelled cognitively. Both emotion and
feelings are a major source of infonnation. Feelings have
two sources: apprehensive experience and com-
prehensive experience. SCT pays a lot of attention to the
source of feelings-and discriminates between feelings
that are generated from the cognitive map that reflect a
person's comprehension of reality, and feelings that are
generated by emotion.

Feelings generated by emotion are called primary
feelings in SCT. They are described by feeling words
that convey the emotional experiencel. Feelings
generated by emotion are a reliable source of
information about the experience of oneself and others in
context. SCT also discriminates between the simple

I Emotion is a physiological response, which SCT understands

as a combination of sensation and motion that is always

accompanied by an intention movement (often subliminal) that
signals an impulse to action. Feelings generated directly from
emotion contain apprehensive, intuitive information.
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feeling words that translate emotional experience, (like
"love" or "grief' or "rage") and the words for compound
feeling that interpret emotional experience (like
"abandoned" "ignored" " guilty " "misunderstood").

Interpretation organizes all the infomntion that one has,
(both apprehensive and comprehensive) into a cognitive
map of the world which we use to guide us in reality.
Cognitive maps create a secondary reality which
generates feelings exactly "as if it were primary reality.
How well we are guided by our feelings depends upon
how well our maps of reality reflect reality. A bad map is
not a good guide. Worse still, if we do not revise our
maps to fit reality (and reality is always changing so we
must always keep revising) we come to hlieve that our
maps are reality. Then we act on our secondary feelings
at the expense of our primary experience. Which is why
SCT undoes cognitive distortions whenever they occur so
that people can regain access to their emotional
intelligence.

Two of the most important SCT goals are: to make the
boundary appropriately permeable between apprehensive
and comprehensive knowledge, and to develop skills tlat
enable man to make an accurate map of what he Lnows
about his internal and external world. Outcome criteria
are an increase in common sense, a sense of humor and
the ability to test an ever-changing reality. Common
sense and existential humor increases as our
apprehensive and emotional intelligence2. increases. Our
ability to test reality increases as our comprehensive
intelligence3 increases. In SCT, people learn to use their
feelings as infomration in the service of intelligent
action.

. Reply ta Yo YYonne Column

In answer to Yvonne's question about signals of client's
readiness to move from one stage to another in defense
modification, a clue I frequently see signaling a shift in
defenses is if the client reports a shift in the "real" world
that has not occured in the caseroom: the client comes
in with a sense of pleasure or excitement about
something having gone differently at home or work,
because a new fork is available.

For example, a client reported pleasure at not paying
attention to what her lover wanted to do about eating
out, and instead, reported being able to pay attention to
what she wanted to do. The modification of the defense
of mind reading had made this defense dystonic, and she

Continued on page 13

2 Emotional Intelligence: Because emotion is apprehensive

rather than comprehensive, it contains all the "native"
intelligence that human beings are heir to. Emotional
Intelligence serves as an intuitive guide that can be translated

into reality oriented thoughts and feelings,
3 Cognitive Inrelligence: In contrast, whether feelings
generated by cognitive maps are a useful depends upon whether

reality has been mapped accurately.
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D;,ntlr"a,a"*rr,aa
from the Newsletter Action Group

For the past six weeks we, Cinnie Thompson, Cindy
Shapiro and Verena Murphy have been using the SCT
principles in our Newsletter Action Group meetings by
undoing distractions and subgrouping as we begin. We
have learned that undoing distractions first helps us to
vector our energy towards the goal of work, which is to
gather material from the SCTI membership for Mickie
Rosen, who then transfonns it into the final newsletter.

While undoing distractions has focused us, subgrouping
has encouraged us to be authentic with ourselves and otn
relationships. This process has created a level of
intimacy and connection, which has been energized us

and has increased our ability to be productive in a
relatively short time. It has also met our additional goal
of having fun while we work!

Our learning: Adhering to these SCT methods promotes
a sense of authenticity and safety which we rarely
experience elsewhere in our lives.

Our Surprise: We were surprised to discover how
protective we felt about our intimate small group; and
we made the negative prediction that adding potential
new members would disrupt the group. We recognized
this as a cognitive distortion and a defense, and chose to
sit at the edge of the unlnown instead. In addition, we
realized that closing the group would violate the SCT
principle of integrating differences.

Our satisfaction is in the awareness that our small
group-as-a-whole had moved into the "intimacy phase" of
group development!

Our disappointment is about our Newsletter Action
Group being named NAG for shorl We received
feedback that this gives a negative connotation-that we
are "nagging" people when we solicit material. While
nagging is sometimes our function, we are open to
suggestions for changing that.

o Reply to Yo Yvonne continuedfrom page 12

could focus her energy onto reading her own mind
instead. This was before I had evidence in the session of
the client paying attention to wbat she wanted in the
session instead of mind reading me about what she
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I had a recent experience of understanding something
about the usefulness of discriminating a fact from a
feeling in a communication between my husband and
me. We had been arguing over the course of a morning,
finally got a few minutes to ourselves, and settled down
to talk through our irritations. We quickly went nowhere.
My husband told me of his frustration with me, and I
remained frustrated and irritated with him for feeling that
way. It finally occurred to me !o suggest we try
something different in our communication, and I
suggested to him that he state the facts and then his
feeling, a communication pattern familiar to both of us.
To my ,rmiuement, I was immediately able to hear him
without becoming irritated and, to both of our surprise,
he immediately shifted in how he was feeling. Making a
simple discrimination changed the whole system
dynamic at that point. We each seemed able to gain an
"observing self-system" and the discrimination in-
terrupted the comnunication ttrat had been maintaining
our system. Before discovering the discrimination, I had
been unable to listen to him. My husband had been
unable change his relationship to what he was saying, m
change his relationship to me. The system dynamic and
each of us within the system shifted by making the
fact/feeling discrimination. I was really surprised that
something so simple made such a difference.

o Reply to Yo Yvonne continued

should do. Wi0in two sessions, the work on the authority
issue was being done ia session. My surprise about this
istiat frequently clients do "outside" what they can't do
in session and then, shortly thereafter, dO do it in session.

. An Informal Research Question from Yvonne ta the
SCT Membership: When you talce people through the
Distraction Exercise and ask the research question -"are you more tocused, less focused, or the same?" -what percentage say "more", what percentage say the
"same", and what percentage say "less"? Give an
approximation of how ftmy youf percentage is based on,
what level of development your individual or group
system is in and how long you have been using the
Distraction Exercise with the individual or grup. This is
our frst infonnal research using the newsletter to collect
data. Please do your best to respond to me (215-561-
7428) and we'll report the results survey in the next issue
of Oe newsletter.
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Mickie Rosen: Managing Editor
Charlotte Kahn: Newsletter Editor
Irene McHenry: Journal Editor
Anita Simon: Consultant to Editorial Staff

Request for your help in developing an editorial
policy for SCT Publications:
In the process of learning to produce our Newsletter and
Journal, issues have emerged highlighting the
importance of the SCT policy that "fonn follow
function." One issue is the challenge of communicating
ftom a group-as-a-whole perspective as we integrate the
author-resource subgroup and the editor-resource
subgroup.

As anyone who has written for a professional journal
lmows, these two subgroups frequently war with each
other. Authors, rightly protective of their ideas and
styles, frequently see editors as implacable enemies
standing in their way. Editors, responsible for a coherent
publication style (logical sequences, complete sentences
with correct punctuation and spelling), frequently feel
thwarted when they perceive authors to be standing in
their way. Both authors and editors often feel unrewarded
for their efforts.

We want to avoid importing these difficulties into our
organization. Therefore, we invite input from all
members who want to influencp the editorial policy. We
want to develop a process whereby communication
between authors and editors will be helpful-and maybe
even fun-and ultimately improve our publications.

Proposals for Editing:
1. The Journal and Newsletter will edit for breeches of

client confidentiality and professional ethics.
2. The Joumal and Newsletter will edit spelling,

grammar (including but not limited to: congruence
of number, gender, and tense; incomplete and run -
on sentences), punctuation and spelling, and logical
sequencing of ideas (without, of course, changing
any ideas).

3. Authon may accept or decline an editor's proposal
to amplify or simplify sections of an article. Direct
conversation between authors and editors is
encouraged and can be initiated eitler way.

Proposals for the Editorial Process:
1. Editorial comments and changes, written on the

original manuscript, will be sent to authors for their
review.

2. The Managing Editor will be sent copies of all
manuscript changes, and both authors' and editors'
comments.
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3. Autlors' manuscripts will include a telephone
number with answering machine, and a fax number,
if possible, in order to improve the communication
flow between authors and editors and not delay
publication.

4. Editors will also include their telephone and fax
numbers on all communications sent to authors.

PLEASE RESPOND. We welcome your input into the
development of an editorial policy which is systems-
centered in spirit. Here are our telephone and fax
numbers:

Mickie Rosen: Managing Editor, (21.5) 947-?3t8-tax
(215) 947-1308 (call firsQ

Irene McHenry: Journal Editor, (215) U3-8325
(in lieu of fax) e-mail imchenry@aol.com.

Charlotte Kahn: Newsletter Editor, (212) 864-1893
tax (212) 666-8839
Anita Simon: Consultant to Editorial Staff,
(215) 7 63-5644- fax (215) 7 63-7 47 2.

Sle,lt, otd oh Ftrl;vt /,"r^l

t;ae4,"rr,"l by Dick Gantey

Practitioners of SCT are required to abide by the ethical
and legal codes that are the recognized standards of
practice within their respective professions. For
individuals practicing psychotherapy this means
membership in, and commiEnent [o, the ethical
standards of one of the major national professional
organizations, such as, The American Psychological
Association, The American Psychiatric Association, The
National Association of Social Workers, The American
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, The
American Art Therapy Association, or The National
Registry for Certified Group Psychotherapists. Individuals
who practice psychotherapy will also be required to be
licensed to practice in their respective disciplines in all
states that require professional licensure, and will
practice witlin the scope of their respective licenses.
Individuals who use SCT in non-psychotherapy
applications (e.g. schools, churches, business, govem-
ment, thek individual or group applications) are required
to hlong to, and abide by the ethical standard of a
nationally recognized organization in their field. All
practitioners of SCT are required to practice in an
ethical manner that serves the best interest of those to
whom they provide services. The above standards are
expected of anyone who uses SCT techniques and are
required of all who are licensed practitioners of SCT.
Anyone whose affiliation is not listed above, or who is
unclear about the above expectations and requirements,
should contact Yvonne Agazaim or the SCT Institute.
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Over the last several montis, the Policy Action Group
(PAG) (Yvonne, Fran, Claudia, and Anita as

consultant) have been immersed in all the issues around
licensing. Not surprisingly, our work aroused frustration,
anxiety, tension, irritability, and particularly role-locks-
to name but a few of the defenses-and democratically
took turns with the authority issue. We were very
surprised and often disuacted! In spite of the process, we
met our goals, and PAG not only survived but emerged
stronger and jollier for the experience. On a more serious
note, what the licensing agreement represents is anotier
concrete step in the process of separation and
individuation. (Thus we straddled two phases of group

development and will s[ay convinced we are now in the
third until or unless we discover ottrerwise.) Fran served
as liason between TAG and PAG, and PAG and Pete
Borsari, our lawyer. Fran managed to make the legalese

clear to us (no mean feat). And we are now passing this
(relative) clarity on to you.

DOES THIS APPPLY TO YOU?
Licensing is necessary for anyone who calls themselves
or their work "systems-centered" or systems-centered
oriented" or who are using SCT methods and techniques.

Below you will find
o A surnmary of the basic values of SCT.

o A summary of the different licensing levels.

o The SCT licensing pre-requisites for the different
licensing levels:

. A Force Field that reflects the driving and
restraining forces in relationship to licensing where
the goal is to maintain the integrity and values of
Oe SCT system.

BASIC VALUES OF SCTO:

The Goal of Trademark Licensing: to maintain the
integrity and values of the system.

Basic values of Resources for Human Development
Corporation and the Systems-Centered Training
Institute:
o Respect for the dignity and worth of each individual.

o Multi-level thinking, not one dimensional Oinking:
Self-centering within a systems-centered context.

o Emlrowerment of groups with power residing in the
group, not the individual.

o Decentralization of authority: the corporate structure
most conducive to these beliefs has maximum
decentralization and local autonomy.

. Safe and open environment: an environment that
affinns worth and avoids demeaning judgements and
gossiP.
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o Creativity: to express our creativity, while affirming
the creativity of others.

r Honesty, trust, and open communication: in an
aEnosphere where people feel safe to communicate
tloughts, feelings, and concerns.

o Diversity: rejection of discriminatory behavior
towards race, e&nicity, culture, levels of education,
economic status, disability, religion, and sexual
orientation.

. &ganizational integrity: personal and professional
enrichment. By responding to the basic good in
people, the Resources for Human Development
Corporation and the SCTI maximize commiunent
and responsibility.

o Quality service adjusted to consumer needs and
satisfaction, and an ongoing process of teamwork
and group participation to evaluate outcomes and
results.

o We believe that a working environment which
reflects these beliefs will be successful.

o When in membership role, representing SCT,
behavior and dress is respectful of and congruent
with the nonns of the environmental context and of
SCT functional norms for behavior in relationship to
goals, roles, and context.

SUMMARY OF LICENSING LEVELS:

Interim Provisional License:

This license will be issued for the year 1996-1997.

This license will cover existing SCT Oriented activities
that have been approved by Yvonne Agazarian.

At the end ot 1997 members may apply for a Provisional
SCT Practitioners License if they have met the criteria.
(Interim Provisional License is good until November).

Provisional SCT Practitioner License:

This license will be granted upon completion of
Intermediate Trainin g.

This license will give a member the right to use SCT
Techniques at the appropriate level, call themselves
"Provisionally Licensed SCT Practitioner," and use
"Systems-Centered Oriented" to describe their activities.

SCT Practitioners License:

This full license will be issued to those members who
have completed Advanced Training and met the
criteria for this license level.

SCT Trainer License:

This license will be issued after the member has met the
training criteria and has been in direct negotiation with
Yvonne.
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Below are the SCT LICENSING PRE-REQUISITES for the different licensing levels:

1CT 15 YULNERADLE WHILE IT 15 E?TAOLISHING IT5 RETUTATION.

We all know that when something new and different emerges

there will be an impulse lrom the environment to scapegoat.

WH,rr wr DoN'T wANT To Do rg yoLUNTEER FoR THE RoLEI

Training
Level

Mastery of
Cognitive,

Developmental and
Technical Areas

Foundation Level

Experiential and
Technical learning only
in tle context of work
with oneself.

This level of training
requires only personal
interest in SCT witlout
any intent to use SCT in
one's work with others.

At this level, members
incorporate bits and
pieces into their own
orientation to work.
Members may explicitly
use only the SCT
subgrouping technique in
their work.

(,0ugr-rti,.,.,..,.' l

Frie Series

Ongcing: Training Gfoup
i,,.,,,.,i,i,,,,,,,.,.,,,.,.,.,i,.,i,,,,.,,,,,,,t,.,,:,:::,:,,:jj,i,,ti,i,tj,t::i,:,:

.$u il.....,,.,:l...,.'.,..,l....,,..,.........

*:'a.:':::".::':ri':.'::l$qqDaqrylP :

:,:,:::::i.,:,:,:,.,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,jltitl:lt::lt:]]:i:li,li.i:i:::i:lt:ti;:,i:::::liii,,:i:

WO(KSIIOPS", " , 
,,

: ::: l: .] ]]]]::]::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::]]:::: :'::: :::::]::::::::::::::::

:..:rr::l::r:t:r:r:r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;,,,;:l;:::,,1,t,:,;,1,:,1,,,,,,.,,;,;,,,;,,,

iY..ffi .i5ffi 
'1,.,l.*.'iiiiiiii.iii.iiiiii,iij,.i

::::rr::::lr: i.r:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::r::::::::::i:::r rjl ::i:::r:r:i:::i:r:l

$AVIiiXry,'..O.*$o.p:iI.ii:iiiii..iii:.ii

::t, li :1,],:,,,]:::li::::::::::::::::::::::::,i,:i:::':l':l:]l:l::::]::::i:::::::::::i:

Experience of
Methods and
Techniques in the
context of SCT
Conceptual
Framework.

Functional
Subgrouping

Boundarying

Vectoring Energy in
the context of the
Phases of Group
Development

"Subgrouping"

"Fork in the Road"

"Distraction
Exercise"

"Defense
Modification"

"Force Field"

Modules I-Itr
(restricted to work
wittr onesel0
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pRo,,,YISrONC 
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::::::.::::::t:t:::ii itii:jlii,]:]i::ti;i::ii:iii,i:i

l[r.riltinB:i.i.:ii.:.,.,.,.,.',.,.,.,r,.:.,.,,,.,.,.

,...'..iiE'i.cli.i: ;lli.i.,..................l...,.,.............

i,.,...:.i.,.,.'...iii,il.,i::,ii::i,:i]ii.:,:,:,:,:,:i,,,,t,,i:.:.:i,i,.,.,.,.,.,i,ii

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::]::::::1::,::::|::::::::::::::::]:::::::::::::::::::::::

iii:i:::::::i.i:iii:ii:ii]iiiiliii.ii,:]!ii:iliiiiil]itl:::i:l:l!:::i:iiiiiiiiii:llili

':: il:: r:..:. r ':r:::: rrrrrl
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,]:l:]llll:::...:.:.:leqffi ti+Er,,:.,, 
:,:,.,:,:,.,.

.,.,Devclo nfC!,,,enil,,

.'.........Ti*tnl ..:.ff"s....'.::l

No licensing prior to the
completion of
Intermediate Training

*Exception: An Interim
Provisional License will
be issued for the year
1996-1997 to cover
existing SCT Oriented
activities: training
groups, workshops,
lectures, individual and
group psychotherapy that
have been approved by
Yvonne Agazarian. This
will give those
individuals the
opportunity to qualify for
the Provisional SCT
Practitioner license by
Dec. l, 1997. Renewal of
Interim license in 1997
will be given only with a
negotiated agreement
between Yvonne
Agazarian and the
Individual.

.Intermediete, ,tevcl ,, '

: :hdit-idiials,,,fi ave nade, a

,,,.,.,,,., ' .,'.',,.,,,,. ,.,,.. .:,,

.,.At t[is:,lerreU, :While ... .,.

tii.iudiiidualSi;iCo.ndniidi::to:r.woik
on,$eir o*n dev-elopment",

....th"e)a...also.:'grye'ffi..,SS{l...in..ii...:i.
tlre usg of SCT tech[i4ues :

in rleir,w ,with others, '

,,,:,:::::::::::]

Ongoing Training Group

Containing Role Training

S-Day Intermediate I: Modules I
and II: with participation in the
member role at least once and in
the full mentor role at least once.
(Participation in a self mentoring
group is an optional transitional
experience and does not constitute
a full mentor role experience.)

S-Day Intermediate II: Module
III Authority Issue Group:
working in the group until the group
has reached the criteria for Module
V and has worked in Module V for
at least two sessions. Membership
in this group requires not missing
more than one session.

Supervision

Formal Theory Group
Leadership Training: Level I
Using SCT methods and
Techniques in an applications
context with supervision by a
licensed member or co-leading witi
a licensed member.

SAVI Workshop II

-,,11:,:,

WorK wiTIr.aII.. .

, Developfiental,,,and,,.
.. Tecinical 

... 
Areasi 

. ..,

::,::,,,,,-,,,, :,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,:,:,,,,,,,,,,,

.,Su,b1,gp*pir$., 
..,,..,.,..., ,...,,

,Bour@ing in' .i.
,',eon&xt "::::
:- :::::: . 

:1 
,,:: - : : :::::::, 

,:

:Veetoring 
:

::Phases of Group

Defen se,Modrf.lcarion:

lvtoduleE,I.[I (with

...sdF''aa.,.4.=s)'..'..rtrtr,..........'....

;,Ivlodules,lV: V,, ,,. ,

,(restridted'to:work ::: i :

with onss€l{}:,.,,.;.,,.:.,,...

Farticipqqion in:a,:
,Fffial AsseSlmdnt ::,

,ProcesSl,:,,,,,,.,.,...,......,..., 
,...

Demorrstrated : Abillf,y 
:

to create and use a, ,

Force Field. 
',,

'::':':,:::::::.."

Licensing Criteria:
l) Formal demonstration of developmental, cognitive and technical mastery in the context of the
Intennediate Level Training Goals and Objectives $rough the assessment process of the Systems-Centered Training
Institute currently represented by Yvonne Agazaian, Frances Carter and other selected licensed practitioners.
2) Intention to complete full training, 3) Practice under supervision. 4) Membership in the Systems-Centered
Training Institute.

License: PROVISIONAL SCT PRACTITIONER LICENSE will be issued upon completion of Int€rrlediate
Training. This will give an Individual the right use SCT techniques at the appropriate level and call themselves
"Provisionally Licensed SCT Practioner" and use Systems-Centered Oriented to describe their activities.
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i,'....','..................,.....scs.it.$:EiR&ofllf::XT$J$i:=Eo-B..scr.:r,,* 
ffiffiorrffii.ErcENsE

,..........,..M:xterli.i6ifi.lGffitive,
,,.].].:.ii.:..il!.EV'IO ..]lffi...,

. ,,,,,,, t""*ic.el Areas

Must hold an active
Provisional SCT
Practitioner License.

Willingness to do 12 hours
of Pro-Bono work per year.

='AdYenC€d'tav€l

.,,,i,..:,..,....,,,.,..,:l:,:,

iiirAt:i:ithiS,rrlenel;....iffi !vid,UalS............

::::l+,ork:::e)tpIitrifl y:::with:::tho:r:::::rr:::::::

:,ihtggrytion of :,,,,,, 
,,,: ,,,,,,, .,,,,,,,,

cgglprehen5!ve...and,.......,,,........

::::aP.D eltsjvg!:r:un&i3.t.il!4inS
,,'ib,fr,ffit.l$.:, :.SCIf:.:,:.:.:.r.:.j.r.r.r...r'r.:.:.:.:.:.:

Ongoing Training Group

Supervision

Formal Theory Group

Membership in Ongoing,
peer managed, Cohort
group, Post Authority Issue.

Leadership Training Group

hactice of Individual
and/or Group SCT Oriented
Therapy with supervision.

Inegradoil of,:theory;., , ,

.rifi ethMsi...and'i.'terlniqqq$.,.in
:an applicauons conExt," ',

:,:::,:,,,,,,:::,:::::,

'subgaupihs 
"""""t"""""t 

i:'"i';

:iBoundaryihg i ,, ,' ,,,"

.,.,PmseS,.6f,,9
rrrrD g16 ell,t:i.:::::::::

Defense Modifi cationi ., ,..,,...

Mddules,;.I....,. v..(#ith...self 
....

and 

, 

others) 
,,.,.,,, , ,,......., 

.,, 

i 
..

Und0ing pgqiection, '

and',projffliYe "''',,'''''
identification: 

.,,..,...,, .,,t.,.

Ccrutaining,,,,and,,,eNploring
pr{84[y $Bilti

Disqiqinarion and: :

integratibn of steps in
sepafatiCIn and
individuation. 

,

Discrimination between
suspiciousness : and alert
warineSS: - 

,,.
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.'.'.'Tiaf hln$,.,.,.:.r.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.i.:.t.r
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Licensing currently
available only on direct
approval from Yvonne
Agazarian.

Trainers Training

Training others in the
theory, me&ods and
techniques of SCT.

Providing &e containment
and developmental context
for experiential training in
SCT.

Friends Series Staff Roles

Weekend Training Staff or
Equivalent.

Experience of Teaching
under supervision.

Teaching Techniques under
supervision; Mentor Role in
Intermediate 5-Day:
Modules I and II.

Teaching Techniques under
supervision: lradership
Training Group - Level II:
Modules III - V.

SAVI - Workshop for
Couples and Teams:

Demonstrated ability to
plan an appropriate design
or curriculum.

Demonstrated ability to
take authority and
responsibility and be
accountable for all aspects
of a workshop or training
event.

Ability to contain all
aspects of a workshop or
training.

Demonstrated ability to
assume the leadership role
in relationship to the
workshop and the larger
environmental context in a
way that is congruent with
the nonns and values of
SCT.

Ability to teach others
common SAVI alerts and
strategies to decode them.

Meandenngr {ollowlnU a PAG.Bueineeg llotinn, ,,,, , ,,

:.l.:9trRlH:6.ff ,U:.RE.:,:'rrrE'o E.EO[ giiiii.i.:.FiU.:NiC'#li.OiN
: .. :, | . ....i.li.. .

Steprl
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Training
Level

Mastery of Cognitive,
Developmental and

Technical Areas

At this level, individuals
have demonstrated mastery
and integration of
comprehensive and
apprehensive understanding
of TLHS and SCT
concepts, methods, models
and techniques.

Ongoing Cognitive
Developmental'and" '
Technieal lilork:"::: '',

0ngoinC Group .,,,. 
,,, ,.... ,,

Feei,,Supqrvisien , ', ,,

elgpihg. Bqrybership in,,

Ability to conceptualize a
case at all levels of
abstraction and use
appropriate methods and
techniques in the context of
a case.

Current membership in the Systems-Centered Training Institute.

An Active Licensing Agreement.

A willingness to participate in an ongoing assessment process.

The Systems-Centered Institute is licensed to use the name SCT in conjunction with the following activities
as well as other activities directly negotiated with Yvonne Agazarian.

1. Established to contribute to knowledge with a theory of living human systems. To further develop the methods
of systems-centered education and practice.

2. To introduce systematic and replicable strategies for change that are isomorphic to conflict resolution and
developmental needs within the community of organizations, groups and individuals in public, private and
clinical settings.

3. To enable systems-centered practitioners to deliver services to the community.

4. To do research in long and short term change strategies.

5. To publish a scholarly Journal devoted to the theory and applications of both a theory of living human systems
and its systems-centered practice.

6. To provide membership criteria in the SCTI and establish guidelines that reflect the norms and values of the
SCT system.
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A FORCE FIELD that reflects the driving and restraining forcesin relationship to licensing where
the goal is to maintain the integrity and values of the SCT system.

SCT is vulnerable while it is establishing its reputation. We all know that when something new
and different emerges there will be an impulse from the environment to scapegoat. What we don't
want to do is volunteer for the role.

Driving Forces Restraining Forces

Trademark Licensing to maintain tle integrity and
values of SCT as a system.

Values reflect the operationalization of SCT
constructs.

Functional norms for behavior in relationship to
goals, roles and context.

When in membership role, representing SCT,
behavior and dress appropriate to the norms of the
environmental context and nonns of SCT.

The "Spirit of the Law"

Provide Guidelines for training practitioners who can
deliver services to the community that reflect in a
reliable and responsible way that represents the
constructs, methods and techniques of SCT.

To support the structure (SCTD that will inroduce
systematic and replicable strategies for change that
are isomorphic to conflict resolution and
developmental needs within the community of
organizations, groups and individuals in public,
private and clinical settings.

To define SCT constructs, operational definitions,
methods and techniques as the goods and services
provided under the use of the name SCT and to
guarantee that recipients of the goods/services receive
what they think they are receiving.

Legitimize the use of the name SCT, Systems-
Centered Training, S ystems-Centered Therapy by
trained and qualified practitioners when referring to
themselves and their publicized events.

Authoritarian and legalistic use of the licensing
agreement. Ri ght/Wrong

Nonns for Stereorypic one-up/one down hierarchy.
(Compliance/def iance)

Self-Centered behavior: doing things one can "get
away with" that reflects badly on SCT as a serious
professional organization. Gossip and Put Downs.
Behavior and dress inappropriate to the context.

The "Lerer of the law"

Provision of goods and services that are not Practice
of SCT methods and techniques out of the SCT
context and simply in conjunction with other methods
of working.

Splitting

Use of name SCT to describe non-SCT goods and
services.

Practice and use of SCT methods and techniques by
untrained and unqualified practitioners.
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REQUEST FOR TRADEMARK LICENSING
A license MUST be granted by Yvonne M. Agazarian to use any form of SCT@

(Trodenwrk law requires tlat applications for renewing license be subnitted 90 days prior to the nzxt licensing due.
Tlwse of you who get your license now, will nced to reapply by August 15,1997)

Name:

Address

Degree:

Home phone: Work phone:

License #Discipline:

Number of years practicing/applying SCT 

-

Context in which you are using SCT (Check all that apply)
I Therapy ! training ! Teaching
D Supervision ! Consultation E Otter

Write a brief description of what you are doing that is referred to - or is in any way identified as SCT.

What words do you currently use when you represent yourself IN WRITING as related to SCT?

Where written? Business card n Brochure E Workshop description f] ACpA E
Other:

V[hat words do you say to people when you represent yourself VERBALLY as related to SCT?

Check the kinds of SCT Training@ have you participated in. Indicate where, wheno and your role.
E oNcoNcTRAININGGRoLJP _where
E uox-m-yTRAININGGRoT.JP where

E utonvcRor.lP where
f] supenvtsloN 

-where

E maonnSHIPTRAINING 

-where

E wrntcuowoRlcHoP where

E s-oey u.rrrnuEDIATE sKILL TRAININc

when
when
when
when
when
when

when
when
when

D Member role
D Mentor Role

where
where

E s-oevatmroRrrvcRolrP where

E FRENDS sERrEs

! Foundation level when

I Intermediate level when
E san Role when

D yoRxs-oAYTRAINING when

Send application and a check for $l.fi) ( payable to Yvonne Agazarian) to:

Yvonne Agazarian . 553 North Judson Street . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19130 . (215) 561-742t
.lC7@, Syslezs- Centered@, Systems-Cantered Training@, otd Systems-Catterd Therapy@ are registered tradcma*s of Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian
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THE SCI€ INSTITUTE

@
IS MBK!NG R TRRNSITION INTO BECOMIN6 SELF-SUPPOBTING,

If you want to continue to receive the Systems-Centered Training@ Newq and do not want

membership, please send a tax deductable donation (if you can) to coyer the costs.

tr I do oql haue theJanuaru t997 issue, please send me one!

n I haue copu of the Januarg,1997 issue

PTERSE CONTINUE TO SEND ME THE SCT@ NEIUS!
Please fill out and return this form

Name: Phone #

Address:

Tlunk you for your donation of $ Make checks payable to SCTLRHD

Send to: SCT Neps o c/o Mbkie Rosen o 70 Boucher Drive o Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 o USA (215) 947-2818

Additional copies and/or back issues can be ordered at the cost of $2.50 per copy plus Sl.ffi postage.

The SCT Institute is a division of Resources for Human Development, Inc., a registered charitable organization.

THE JOURNAL ACTION
proudly announces publication of the

The

GROUP (JAG)
first and second edition of

SCT'JOURNAL
Systems-Centered Theory and Practice

ALL SCT INSTITUTE MEMBERS RECEIVE THE SCT JOURNAL

ADDITIONAL COPIES AND COPIES FOR NON-MEMBERS CAN BE ORDERED FOR

$ts.oo PER ISSUE (ptus postage and handling)
Add: $2.00 in the US, $2.50 in Canada or Mexbo, and $5.00 outside North America

Enclosed is payment ol $

- 

lor 

- 

copy/copies ol the SCTo Journal -Vol. 1- Vol. 2

Name: Phone #

Address:

Mail total payment (including postage and handling) of $- (payable to SGT/RHD) to:
SCTo Press. do Mbkie Rosen. 70 Boucher Drive. Huntingdon Valley, PA 1900€.. USA. (2lS) 947-2818

SC?@, ,Sysrcms-Cenure&, Systems-Cantered Training@ and Systems-Centered Thcrapy@ are registered tradema*s of Dr. Yvonae M. Agazarian.
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SCT@ INSTITUTE MEMBEBSH IP RPPI ! CRTION

ANd D I BECTOBY OUESTI ONNR I BE
MEMBEBS BECEIUE

ONE MUST BE RN RCTIUE MEMBEB IN THE SCT INSTITUTE IN OROER TO BPPTY FOB
a license to use the SCT trademark or an invitation for a S-Day Intermediate Skill Training

Annual Membership Fee is $55 (or more or less)
The membership year runs from the Nov., 1996 SCT Workshop to the Nov, 1997 SCT Workshop.

The Bi-Annual SCT Newsletter
SCTI Membership Directory

The Annual SCT Journal
Access to Peer Mentorship

Join or renew now to be included in the next edition of the

SCT@ I nstltute Membershlp Dlrectoru
WHICH WILL LIST TIIE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

. Member's name, mailing address, phones, fax, e-mail

. Practice or work specialty

. Mentors with their areas of expertise

. Hosts for out of town visitors

. Resources for visiting clinics and hospitals

N I WANT TO RENEW MY SCT MEMBERSHIP fOT 1997
New members who joined in the last quarter of 1996 have the option
paying infull or of pro-rating thc renewalfee by deductin7 $14.00.

N I WANT TO BECOME AN SCT MEMBER IOT 1997

Please list me in the next SCTI Membership Directory as indicated below.
Please chcck which address to use as your mniling address!

Narne : (Pkase Print) Degree:-

! uome

E Work/Office

Home Phone: Work Phone: FAX

E-mail: Affiliation Specialty

SCT members are also mentors to one another. Check the box below that fits your availability.

tr 10 minute free consultation tr full session (negotiate fee for service)

Mentor resources and areas of expertise 1)

Are you willing to host/house visitors form out of town or foreign countries? D Yes tr No

House tr Host tr Arrange for guest to visit hospitals or clinics in your area?

Your professional contacts are with

3)2)

Enclosed is a check for $ payable to SCT/RHD

Send to: SCTI Membership, clo Mickie Rosen, 70 Boucher Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
The Systems-Centered lnstitute b a division of Resources for Hunun Developrnent, Inc., a-registered- chariable orgaaization.- 

SC7O, Systems-Centered@, Systems-Centered Training@, od Systcms-Centered Tlerapy@
are registered lradcna*s of Dr. Yvonne M. Aguarian
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MEMBEBSHIP RDDITIONS RND ION CORBECTIONS

Walaoma to New Membars

Rmdd F. Coleman
110 Woodside Ave., Apt. B
Narberth, PA 19072
Karen Counts
8502 Andes Cove
Austin, TX 78759

Bartare lhvis
2525 Watlingwood #124

Aru!in,.Tx- 7q? $ . ..... ..
Molly Donovan

TO THE SCT DIBECTOBY

(610) 66G0685lwne
(215) 831-4662 office

(5 12) 345-51 18 lwme
(5r2)346-95'12 offrce

(512)328-1967 lwme
(512) 327-8n9 ofice

(nD822-8070ofice
(202) 364-233t fax

(215)222-3497 home
(2LS) 471-2150 offrce

(603) 643-5601 hone
(603) 65G7939 offue

Additions andl
or Corcectione

Juli Fellows:
Add: Fax: (512) 346.4076

Jeannle Jacques:
Work address:
171 Middle Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Michael Keane:
Change: 5 Harvard Avenue
Brookline, MA 02146

Deane Lappin:
Address correction:
216 Pheasant Run
Paoli, PA 19301

Pat Louis:
Add: Fax: (512) 3M-1862

Tom Michael:
Correction: (215) 635-4917

Richard Peters:
Area Code Correction:
(610) 889-8318 H
(610) 944ffio
Elaine Pratt:
Change: area code to (860)

Mickie Rosen:
Chnnge: Fax: (215) 947-1308
(call firs0

Jeane England Sivertson:
Change : (512) 261-7 77 5 H
Fax: (512) 261.-7737

1301 20th Street NW #509

Welliget_o..tr.,...[..9..?.W.3_9.

Linda Farrow
312 North 37ttr Street
Philadelphia PA 19104

Sharon A. Frank
Chaplaincy Dept.
Dartmouttr Hitchcock Med. Cr.
One Medical Center Drive
lrbanon,NH 03756

George Hugh
15 Brynwood Manor
Narberth, PA 19072
Keith llyde
l0 Stafford Road, Ellesmere Park
Eccles
Manchester, M30 9ffw ENGLAND

larry Iadden
8244 Brookside Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027

York, YOl 4PF ENGLAND

SergePrugel
60 Riverside Drive, #18B

N.ey__Y...qrts._c..iE.......NI...|@2.!..................

(610) 66+0274 home
(610) 664-0274 ofice

016l-789994393 lwrne
016l-7940875 ofrce
016l-7278661 fat

0l90a $3417 home
019M633417 offrce

(212)72r-6977 home
(212)337-3737 office

Q!?-). tr7..e-:.40_1 _o_ fis............

.,RDOPT R PREE ,,

1uVVorA the 5CT Journal wlth a tax deductable contrlbutlon
and have your name lieted on the journal ?aqe ae a o?onoor

Contaotz Mlckla Rooan (215) 947-2018
Be cor{ident in your clwitable giving. The SCT Institute is a divisim of Resources for Hunun Development, Inc., a registered chaiable organization,
In accortuncew"'**'Tro%,x,:iff;':t1:fr#f;lir!frs6?H,:{-:;:,mx'#f,^ryixi#!"be obtaincdrromthe Penwvtvania
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DECODING SAVI "ALERTS"
continued from page 10

Step 4 Differentiate the facts and the feelings in the
complaint. When you complain you are not taking
yourself seriously. If you take yourself seriously, what are
thc facts of your complaint? (Get an answer)

Wha are your feelings about those facts? (Get an answer)

Step 5 Shift from passive to active. What is it you
want to be different in the real worW? Make a proposal for
thc ch.ange you wanL

Note: It sometimes helps people understand the shift from
passive complaining to active proposing if you suggest they
change from talking about what has been wrong in the past to
what they want tro be different now and in the future.

Step 6 Focus the person and their reality with a
question: Which do you think makes it more likely that
you will get what you want: Complaining or the Proposal
that you just made?

In this article, we've looked at the Red Light behavior
called Complaint, and given two strategies for decoding
the behavior to release the information hidden inside.
Further raining in decoding defensive behaviors is
available at the SAVI workshops listed in the column on
the left side of this page.

AU9TIN
1CT SUTERV!9ION OR.OU?
Rich Armington & Susan Cassano

10:00-1 1-00 Wednesday Mornings
2525 Wallingwood, Suite 701

Fee: $30
Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166

Spring SCT Training at the
Racquet Club of Philadelphia

MRKE YOUB

HOTEL BESEHURTI ONS NO1U!
at the

TRTHRM HOTET
17th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Located one block away from the Racquet Club

REOUCEO BRTES FOR SCT MEMBERS

HEID ONTY UNTIT MRBCH IZTH
$125 for 2 beds

Complimentary Health Club and Sauna

For hotel reservations call: (215) 563-7474
For Alternative Housing Arrangements

Call: Elaine Bass (215) E77-0765
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This infonnation is for those of you who are interested in
the options for learning about Systems-Centered Therapy
(SCT). The activities listed on the WHERE TO GO T0
GET WHAT chart are part of an emerging network of
raining resour@s. These resources can be explored as
your interests and skills lead you, or approached in a
systematic way with the goal of becoming thoroughly
rained in the theory and practice of SCT. In addition to
the resources listed on the chart, Systems-Centered
workshops are often offered through American Gmup
Psychotherapy Association Conferences and the
meetings of other professional organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of
experiential, theoretical and technical training. You can
learn about Systems-Centered Therapy by attending
training events at the level that matches your interest
and resources - [ime, energy and money - from exploring
SCT to making a commitment to fonnal training.
Commitrrent to SCT training can vary from time to
time, based on interest or on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The
emphasis is less on "checking off'certain experiences
than on actually mastering the theory, methods, and the
techniques.

Five working levels have emerged for peopte interested
in learning SCT:

. Exploration

. Foundation Training

. Intemrediate Training

. Advanced Training

. Trainer Training (no formal training yet at this
level)

i;1::::::;:;i;;,:;rL;i;ii:1:1:;i1;;;;ir1:1tli:iii:i:i:'iErry, fio i::;;S"ffi jxi..,:.:::.:,..i,:,i..iji..,..:i;,::i.i.,.,.,r.i.....,.....

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once or
as many times as you find useful. Some find the
experiential work valuable for personal growth; others
want to learn the theoretical approach well enough to
compare it to their own; others use elements of theory
and technique in their curcnt practical applications. At
this level of participation, you are your own guide,
slpping or drinking deeply as yoru interests and resources
permiL

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
their work. At this point it begins to matter whether their
accumulating training experiences arc building a

foundation for later work Especially important at this
level is the personal development and training that
comes from working in an on-going experiential training
group, and working with sufficient intensity to explore
and contain one's own issues with authority. At a
minimum, an experiential training group and some work
with theory are foundations to further work in SCT. If
you find yourself exploring this shift into more structured
training, you can make contact with an SCT Mentor to
find out more about the training process.

i'l .iiiiiiiiiiiiuinHffiu. .:'::il8#rffiI,,:,ll.f+:':,:,:i.ii.,.ti'.':,i:-,

Having leamed to work as members in an SCT group,

and to understand and contain the dynamics of &eir own
autiority issue, people become eligible to moye to
Intermediate training experiences. The Intermediate
level of training introduces more focus on theory, on the
technical skills of SCT, on managing role boundaries,
and on containing the dynamics of a group. As the
training program emerges, the transition to Intermediate
work increasingly involves working in the Containing
role in experiential groups, that is, working as a grcup
member, but with the addition of conscious awareness of
oneself as a function of the group and of the group in
which one is functioning. A major componant of
Intemrediate training is a series of 5-Day Workshops, the
first of which focuses on learning the technical skills of
basic defense modification in Modules 1 and 2, while
the second focuses on work in Module 3. At the
Intennediate level, participants work in a Theory group

and a Supervision group in addition to their ongoing
Experiential group.

:l::::illlrr:::il::l:l:::l:i;lt::l:*Dv*NcreD:,l,r. 
l*G:i::;.:...:::lll.:.:.lll::::.:::l:,,:l:,::i

Advanced training roles and activities are emerging.
These will be a blend of experiential work, theory and
supervised application, with an emphasis on the
integration of comprehensive and apprehensive
understanding in the context of managing all relevant
boundaries in an application setting. Leadenhip
Practicum Training Groups provide on the spot practice
and feedback. On the horizon is an advanced 5-Day
Training Group.

:.:.:.:.:.:.:::i,1i:.l'l':.;::':.:':ll.l:.:.i:.lrx*Ilt*.-n::::*ffiurlxcr.:::i,::.,..,,...,,,....""'""..""""""". 
I

No fonnal training has emerged yet at this level. Some
elements of training experiences are available as staff
members for the Saturday Series at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia and in some SCT Weekend Workshops.
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A - Austin
B - Boston
G - Atlanta
N - New York
P - Philadelphia
S - Stockholm
Y - York
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CONTACT PEOPLE:
Atlanta: Susan Gantt (4M) 352-5393
Austin: Rich Amrington (512) 306-0166, Roll Fellows (512) 346-1796, Yvonne Agazaim (215) 561-7428

Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Boston: Yvonne Agazarim (215) 561-7428, Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Friends Series, Philadelphia: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
Philadelphia: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
New York: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523
Stockholm: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
York, England: Yvonne Agazuian (215) 56I-7428, Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 Lisa Wilson FAX 011 4419M 433475

GENERAL MENTORS: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341
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. TIIIST MONDAY OFTIM MONTH:
SAMPLINGSCT
Everybody is welcome to attend an intro-
ductory "er.plaining and explcing" of the
SCT experience. Container Role training
available for experienced SCT members.

. Whene: Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parking)

, Whcns 6:0G9:00pm
The first Monday of each month except
for August and September.

. Registretion: $50 on-site or in advance.

. Colrtact: Yvonne Agazarian
(215) 561-7428 for information.

, MONDAYS: SCT TR,AIMNG GROUP

Permanent membership in an ongoing
experiential training group from 6:0G7:30 pm.
Skill training in SCT techdques offunctional
subgrouping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modifi cation.
Optional T'ai Chi : from7:30 pm-8:15 pm.

, Wherer Philadelphia County Medical Society
2lst & Spring Garden Streets (On-site parking)

. When:6:0G?:30pm
Every Monday (first Monday of the month
optional) Group does not meet in August

. Registrationr $25 on-site or in advance.

. Contact! Yvonne Agazarian
Qls) 561-7428 for information

. LAST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:
SCTTR,AIMNGDAY
with Yvonne Agazarian
The SCT training day includes:
Theory Seminar 9:0G10:45 am

Experiential Training Group 1l:0G12:30 pm

Leadership Practicum 1:3G3:00 pm

Supervision 3:0G4:30 pm
These courses can be taketr separately or together.

. Whene: Friends Hospital,4641 Roosevelt
Blvd. On-site parking.

. When:The last Wed. of each month
except for August.

' Registration:
$40 any single session
$35 each for any two or three sessions
$125 for full day

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
Fran C-arter (215) 988-9523, or Claudia Byram
(215) 561-0341 for information.

LAST WEDNESDAY OFTHE MONTH:
SCTTRAIMNG GR,OIJP

Perrnanent membership in an ongoing ex-
periential training group.
Skill training in SCT techniques of
functional subgrouping, boundarying,
and the hierarchy of defense modification, etc.

Whert: l83l Chestnut Street, Phila., PA

When:6:0G9:00 pm.
The last Wednesday of the month except
for August.

Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.

Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
for more information.

WEEKLY FRIDAYS:
N)VANCED SCT TRAIMNG GROUP

Permanent membership in an advanced
ongoing experiential training group that meets
weekly with the opportunity for members to
practice taking a leadership role.
(Membership by invitation only)

Where: l83l Chestnut Street, Phila., PA

When: 4:15 - 5:45 pm
Dates fq group meetings to be negotiared by
the group.

Contgct: The telephone tree.

. LAST FRIDAY OF TI{E MONTH:
ADVANCED SCT TRAIMNG DAY
with Yvonne Agzarian
The SCT training day includes:

Theory/l,eadership Practicum :
l2:0G2:00 pm
Supervision: 2:0G4:00 pm (bring lunch)
Experiential Group: 4:15-5:45 pm
(inviation only)

. Where: 1831 ChestnutStreet Phila., PA

. Whenr (sees times listed above)
The last Friday of each month except for
August.

. Registration: $25 for each single session
Payment on-site or in advance.

. Contac{: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-'1428
for information.

. SIX SATURDAYS
SCT WORKSHOP SERIES

. tr'RIENDS HOSPITAL - PHILADELPHIA
Two tracks offered with didactic, pactice,
experiential and review components for people
new to SCT and people with prior SCT
expenence.

. Foundation Levell
Fundamentals of SC'l (for new memben and
people with some exposure)

. Intermediate Level:
Work in the containing role as a steP toward
SCT leader role. Particular attentiotr to
aw,ueness of boundaries, recognizing and
undoing the defenses that inhibit resonance,
and learning to sit al the edge of the unhown
and contain. (Must be qualified).

. Advenced [,evel: Staffroles offer leadership
training in preparation fu leading workshops.

. Where: Friends Hospital, 4641 Roosevelt Blvd'
On-site parking.

. When: Foundation lrvel: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
Intermadiate kvel: E:30 am to 5:00 pm

Janusry 25,1997
IV. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Development : Phase One-The ldentified
Patieni, the Scapegoat & the many relation-
ships to authoity.
February 22,L997
V. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Developmcnt: Phase Two-Enchontnants and
Dbenchantments in IntimacY

Mrrch22,1997
VI. Subgrouping in the Phases of Group
Developmcnt: Phase Three-The role of the
Syslems- Cenlered Member and Work in
Conlext

Note: Sessions [V, V, and VI are the last tfuee
remaining in the 1996/1997 series. The next full
series begins in Septrmber. Specfic dates to be
announced.

September 1997
I. Izaming How to Subgroup

October 1997
II. How to Develop aWorking GrouP

December 1997
III. How to Get Through Group Defenses

. Registration: $100 per session, $540 for the
enGe series (Atlend all or any Part o! series,
Wo* / Exchange options possible as always)

. Contact: Claudia Bltam (215) 561-0341

. THE 17TH CAPE COD INSTITUTE
SYSTEMS.CENTERED TRAIMNG
withYvoone Agzarian

. When: July I ttuough 5, 1997

. Registration: $435

. Contact:
Caoe Cod Institute.
Al6ert Einstein College of Medicine
1308 Belfer Building, Bronx, NY 10461 or
Fax (718) 430-8782

. s.DAY INITRODUCTORY TRAIMNG
IN YORK, ENGLAND
with Yvonm Agazarian and Fran Carter

' . When: Sepember 8 tlrough 12, 1997
. Contsct: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-'1428

or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Liz Wilson (01904) ,143483

Fax (01904) 443475

1,,,.;;:',,:,:.,.',,,'.,,:.,,1....* t*Tfi:.:.:.;.:l:.:-;'..;;;;;;.;,;;,,,,,,,,,,;,;.,.,,,,,,,.1
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. MONTHLY TRAINING GROUP
with Susen Gantt
Monthly experiential SCT training group with
theory.pesentation and one hour of
supervrsron t me.

. Where: 1819 Peachtree Road, Suite 603,
Atlanta, GA 30309

. When: l2:0G5:00pm
Group generally meets the first Friday of the
month.

. Registratiqr open: $150.

. Contactr Susan Gantt (nq 352-5393



. TTVE.DAY INTERMEDIATE WORXSHOPS
SKILLTRAIMNG

By invitation only: This is a five-day intensive
shll training in SCT techniques with video tape
feedback and peer review. Intermediate
training is for thce who have been involved in
SCT for at least two years and are currently in
an ongoing SCT training group. Opportunity for
working in the Mentor Role.

. Whcn: Spring Intermediete Wor*shop VIII
l:00 pm Sunday, Afil 13 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 17, 1997. Mentor Training with Fran
Carter, Saturday, Afil 12, 8:30 am - 5:00 pm

. Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: Fdl Intermediate Wor*shop X
1:00 pm Sunday, November 16 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 20, 1997.
Mentor training with Fran Carter, Saturday,
November L5,1997 from E:30 am to 5:00 pm.

. Where: The Melbourne Conference Center

' Registration:
For Spring: $550 before April l, $600 after.
For Fall : $550 before November 4, $600 after.

. Contect: Yvonne Agazztian (215) 561-7428 or
Fran Carter (2 I 5) 98 8-9523 information/criteria.
Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818 registration:

GTVING & TAKING AUTHORITY
By invitation only: Closed Membership

. When: Spring Authority Gmup V
1:00 pm Sunday, April 13 to 6:00 pm Thursday,
April 17,1997

. Wherer Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When: New Authority Group I
l:00 pm Sunday, November 16 to 6:00 pm
Thursday, November 20, 1997.

. lVhere: The Melbourne Conference Center

. Registrationl
Spring: $550 before April I, 1997, $600 after.
Fall : $550 before Nov. 3,1997, $6O0 after.

. Contgct: Yvonne Agazarian for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen (215) 947-2818

. BOSTON TRAINING WEEKEIID
with Yvonne Agzarian

. Where: 259 Massachusetts Ave.,
Arlington, Mass.

. When:
Spring Weekend Wor*shop: March l-2, 1997
Experiential & di&ctic with oportunity for
Container Role.
Theory & l.eadership Practicum: March 3rd
9:0Gl:00 pm
Fall Weekend Wor*shop: Oaober X-26, 1997
Theory & Leadership hacticum: October 27th
9:0G1:00pm

. Registration: Two day fee:$300
Theory & badership fee:$75, $50 if taken with
the weekend workshop

. CoDtrcts Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. BOSTON ONGOING TRAIMNG GROUP
with Fran Csrter end Steve Weinstein
Experiential group with lecture.

. Wherc: 86 Boston Ave.
West Medford, MA 02155

. When: l:0O-4:00 pm. First Sunday of month.

. Registration: $80 on-site.

. Contac{: Steve Weinstein (617) 488-3613

. WEEKEI\DSCTWORKSHOPS
Introductory and Experienced Group member-
ship available. Opporonity for working in the
Container and Mentor Roles.

. Group A: For people new to SCT or for more
experienced members who want to work in the
containing role,

. Group B: For people experienced in Systems-
Centered work who want to work iD the second
phase of group &velopment.

. Whenr Sprirg Weet€nd Workshop XIV
l:00 pm Friday, April l8 to l:00 pm
Sunday, April 20,1997

. Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia

. When3 Fall W€ekcnd Wor*shop XV
l:00 pm Friday Nov. 2l to 1:00 pm
Sunday, Nov. 23,199'l

. Wher.e: The Melbourne Conference Center

. Registration:
For Spring: $350 before April l, $400 after.
Fu Fall: $350 before November 3, $400 after.

. Contrct: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428 ot
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 for information.
For registration: Mickie Rosen Qls)947-2818

. FIRST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTE:
INTERMEDIATE SCT TRAIMNG
with Yvonne Agazarian & Fran Carter

. Whcrr: Washington Square Institute, NYC

. When: Theory: 10:00-11:45 am
Supervision Group: 12:0Gl:45 pm
Experiential Group:2:0G3 :00 pm and
lradership Practicum: 3:00-4:00 pm
Review: 4:0G5:00 pm,
Groups meet the frst Wednesday of each
monlh except in July it meets on the 9th. The
group does not meet in August or September.

. Registrationr Theory $75, Supervision $75,
Experiential with lradership Practicum $90,
Review $35 additional charge.
Full day $200 + $35 for Review
Airline commuters full day $175 + $35 Review

. Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. FIRST TEURSDAY OF TEE MONTE!
FIOT]NDATION LEVEL SCT TRAIMNG
with Yvonne Agazarian & Fren Carter

. Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC

. When:
Theay: 8:3G9:00 am
Experiential Practicum 9:00 am-12:00 nmn
lradership Practicum and Review
L2:15-2:45 pm
Supervision: 3:00-4:45 pm
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the month
(aft6 the f,rst Wedresday) except in July it meets
on the l0th and does not meet in August or
September.

. Registration: Theory and Experiential
Practicum$I25, Leadership Practicum $90,
Supervision $75
Full day fee $240
Airline commuters full day $215

. Contacts Yvonne Agazzrian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. rIRST FRIDAY OF TEE MONTH:
EXPERIENTIAL GROUP
with Yvorure Agaz.arian

This is a closed experiential group
. Wherc: Washington Square Institute, NYC
. When: Group meets on the first Friday of the

month except in July it meets on the I lth.
Grorp does not meet in August or September.

. Contacts Yvonne Agazaiat (215) 561-'142E

. FRIDAYS DURING TEf, MONTE!
FOUNDATIONLEVEL
EXPER,IENTTAL TRAIMNG GROIIPS
Both foundation level grotrps focus on how to
develop a systerns-centered group and work
through the first phase of group development

. When: Friday morningsr 9:30 arn-12:30 pm.
with Fren Carter and Jon McCormick.

. \{here: 88 University Place, #8A, New York

. Registration: For specific dates, fees and
questions

. Contrct: Jon McCormick (2L2) 929-5333 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. When: Friday aftemoons,2:00 pm-S:fi) pm

. with Fren Carler and Nins Klebsnofr

. Where: 241 Central Park West, #lE, NYC

. Registrationl For specific dates, fees and
questions

. Contact: Nina Klebanoff (212)'124-5616 or
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. SCT TRAIMNG WEEKENDS IN AUSTIN
with Yvonm Aguarian and Fran Carter
Introductory and intermediate experiential
group membership available. Training roles
open to qualfied people.

. Where: The Melbourne Conference Center

. When: hne2L2?,1997

. Registration: $350 in advance or on-site.

. Cortect! Rich Armington (512) 306-0166 or
Roll Fellows (512) 3461796

. WED. EXPERIENTIAL STUDY GROTJP
Group meets the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of the
month for SCT training.

. Where: Austin, Texas

. Wh€n! 12:00 noon-1:30 pm

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. WED. SUPERVISION STUDY GROTJP
Group meets the lst, 3rd and 5th Wednesday
of the month for SCT consultation.

. Where: Austin, Texas

. When: 12:00 noon-lr30pm

. Contact: Rich Armington (512) 3060166

. THURSDAY SCT TRAIMNG
with Roll Fdlows
Participants must have taken part in at least one
SCT Training Weekend to qualify.

. Wherc: Austin, Texas

. When: Weekly 8:15-9:45 Thursday mornings

. Contsts Roll Fellows (512)346-1796

. THURSDAYSCTTRAIMNG GROUP
with Ridr Armington end Susan Cssseno

A combination of experiential, worh theory,
and skill building

. Whertr 701 Wallingwood Drive Suite #701

. When: Weekly 8:3G10:00 Thursday mornings

. Contact! Rich Armington (512) 3060166 or
Susan Cassano (512\ 327 -4170
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